Effects of Renewal SS-cream on the Bulbocavernosus Reflex (BCR) in Rabbits
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Renewal SS-cream is a topical agent modified from the original SS-cream which is effective in the treatment of premature ejaculation. In this study, the efficacy of renewal SS-cream on premature ejaculation caused by the bulbocavernous reflex (BCR) was investigated in rabbits. Sixty male New Zealand white rabbits (weights: 2.5∼3.0 kg) were divided into 3 groups randomly. Either renewal or original SS-cream or placebo (provided by CJ Co. LTD) was topically applied to the glans penis of rabbits in a double-blind manner. The bulbocavernous reflex (BCR) was elicited by electrical stimulation of the glans penis. The latency of BCR (BCRLT) and the amplitude of BCR (BCRAP) were recorded on an electrophysiograph (Poseidomn, Shanghai, China) before and at 10, 30 and 60 min after application of the test agents. Representative tracings of BCRLT and BCRAP were recorded and analyzed. The mean BCRLT values were significantly prolonged in post-application groups of SS-cream® and renewal SS-cream®, compared with those in pre-application and placebo groups (p<0.05). There was no significant difference in efficacy between SS-cream® and renewal SS-cream® groups (p>0.05). The mean BCRAP showed decreasing tendency following application of SS-cream® and renewal SS-cream®; however, they were not significantly different (p>0.05). Both of original SS-cream® and renewal SS-cream® prolonged the BCRLT after their application to the glans penis in rabbits. The results indicate that they have local desensitizing effects on the sensory receptors of the dorsal nerve of the glans penis and may help control the ejaculatory reflex in patients with premature ejaculation.
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Introduction

The premature ejaculation (PE) is the most common type of ejaculatory dysfunction; approximately 70% of men experience PE at some stage of their sexual life.1,2 PE is defined as inability to delay ejaculation sufficiently to enjoy lovemaking and persistent or recurrent occurrence of ejaculation with minimal sexual stimulation before, on, or shortly after penetration and before the person wishes it.3,4 Different scientific approaches have been used for studying PE; but until now, the precise pathologic mechanisms of PE have remained poorly understood. Traditionally, the cause of PE thought to be psychological in the majority of patients with PE; the proposed causes include anxiety, unresolved conflicts, marital difficulties and infrequent intercourse; and the treatment primarily has involved sex therapy and counseling, including penile-squeeze technique.5-8 Recently, neurobiological studies have made it likely that PE is not only a...
psychological disorder but a neurobiological phenomenon. Psychopharmacological treatment studies, animal research data and stopwatch assessments in men with PE indicate that PE is partly a neurobiological phenomenon related to central serotonergic neurotransmission. Although some of psychotropics (paroxetine and clomipramine) are highly efficacious for delaying ejaculation; however, these therapies have their limitation because of systemic side effects.

Others and our previous studies had also suggested that patients with PE showed lower penile sensory threshold and heightened sensory nerve excitability compared with controls and it is significantly reversed by application of a topical agent such as SS-cream on the glans penis being used for treating PE safe and effective clinically.

Renewal SS-cream is a new topical agent for treating PE, which is made up of main active components of SS-cream such as extra ginseng and bufonoid venom mixed in hydrobase with special enhancer, and renewal SS-cream might overcome complaints of some patients on the smell and color of the original SS-cream. Our previous study showed that renewal SS-cream significantly delayed the latencies of somatosensory evoked potential (SSEP) elicited by electric stimulation of the glans penis, suggesting a local desensitizing effect on the sensory receptor of the dorsal nerveglans penis.

In order to further understand the pharmacological action mechanism of renewal SS-cream on premature ejaculation, and to compare its neurobiological effects with the original SS-cream, the effects of renewal SS-cream on bulbocavernous reflex latency (BCRLT) and bulbocavernous reflex amplitude (BCRAP) in rabbit were investigated.

Materials and Methods

Renewal SS-cream, original SS-cream and placebo (provided by CJ Co. LTD) were packaged in same pattern (0.2 mg) and coded with allocation numbers. The electrophysiologic recordings were performed using a Poseidomn Electromyograph (Shanghai, China). Sixty male New Zealand White rabbits (weight: 2.5 ~ 3.0 kg) were divided into 3 groups, for different drug or placebo application. The "Principles of laboratory animal care" (NIH publication No 86-23, revised 1985) as well as the Chinese government rule on the protection of laboratory animals were followed.

1. BCRLT and BCRAP measurement elicited by glans penis stimuli

The rabbits were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg) and fixed in supine position. The glans penis was starched out and put bipolar disk stimulating electrodes on the dorsal of glans and fixed with plastic holder, the anode stimulating electrode was put on the dorsal glans penis and cathode electrode more proximally with a 2-cm distance on the dorsal penile shaft. The recording concentric needle electrode was inserted into the bulbocavernous muscle and fixed. Ground electrode was inserted into celiac skin with needle electrode. All electrodes were connected to electrophysigraph meter.

Rectangular stimuli of 0.1 msec duration were delivered with a stimulus interval of 10s and stimulation intensity was increased from 2 mA to 8 mA until BCR response was induced. The bandpass ranged from 20 Hz to 10 KHz. For each response, the BCRLT between the delivery of stimuli and onset of response was measured by the means of a cursor on the screen. The BCRAP was measured from the baseline to the peak of the BCR wave. Ten consecutive BCR responses were recorded the representative tracing and the mean of these latencies and amplitudes were taken as the final BCRLT value.

2. Drug application and electromyograph measurement procedure

After connecting the electrodes correctly, the BCR responses were recorded as the blame control. Then the
Results

1. The BCRLT changes

Representative tracing of bulbocavernous reflex (BCR) responses elicited by electric stimulation at the glans penis of rabbit was measured before and after (10, 30 and 60 min) application of renewal SS-cream on glans penis (Fig. 1).

The mean BCRLT were significantly prolonged at 10, 30 and 60 minutes after application of either renewal SS-cream or original SS-cream, as compared with the pre-application value and with placebo groups (p < 0.05); whereas, the placebo group showed no significant changes (p > 0.05). The efficacies of both SS-cream® and original SS-cream® on BCRLT were not statistically different (p > 0.05) (Fig. 2).

2. The BCRAP changes

The results of BCRAP at 10, 30 and 60 minutes after application of either renewal SS-cream® or original SS-cream® showed decreasing tendency compared with placebo, though statistically insignificant (p > 0.05) (Fig. 3).
Discussion

Premature ejaculation (PE) is a common male sexual dysfunction characterized by the loss or absence of ejaculatory control, marked distress, interpersonal difficulty, and a short intravaginal ejaculatory latency time (IELT). PE can affect the quality of life of both the patient and his partner. Primary treatment has involved psychosexual therapy, with only limited results. Ignorance on the neurophysiological mechanism might have contributed mostly to the unsatisfied treatment of PE.

Ejaculation has three physiological processes. Firstly, the emission is the deposition of seminal fluid components from the ampullary parts of the vasa deferentia, seminal vesicles, and prostate gland into the posterior urethra. Secondly, the ejaculation is the passage of seminal fluid through the urethra and its expulsion from the urethral meatus. The last one, orgasm, is a pleasurable feeling (a cerebral event) usually associated with emission and/or ejaculation. Ejaculation and orgasm constitute the final phase of the sexual response cycle and it is a neurophysiological reflex comprising penile sensory receptors and areas of afferent pathways, cerebral sensory areas, cerebral motor centres, spinal motor centres and efferent pathways. Ejaculation is suggested to be predominantly controlled by a complex interplay between central serotonergic and dopaminergic neurons with secondary involvement of cholinergic, adrenergic, oxytocinergic and GABAergic neurons. Brain and spinal cord mechanisms are integral to the ejaculatory response; however, the detailed mechanisms have not been elucidated. Since 1990, various psychopharmacological studies have shown that serotonergic antidepressants may effectively delay ejaculation in men with lifelong premature ejaculation. These results and animal data make it likely that PE is not only a psychological disorder but a neurobiological phenomenon. Although some of psychotropics medications (phenothiazines and antianxietyotics) are effective in delaying ejaculation, these therapies have its limitation because of the unclarified mechanism and systemic side effects.\[^5\,^6\]

Attempting to elucidate the etiologic bases of PE, we had investigated penile sensory threshold changes in patients with primary PE, and found that patients with PE showed significantly lower sensory threshold in glans penis compared with normal controls, and latency of somatosensory evoked potentially stimulated at glans penis (GPSEP) was significantly shortened. These results suggested that penile hypersensitivity and/or hyper excitability may be an organic bases of PE.\[^10\,^15\,^21\]

SS-cream\(^\text{®}\) is made up of the extracts of 9 natural drugs that showed to have local desensitizing effects. It is safe and effective for treating PE clinically, and the application of SS-cream\(^\text{®}\) on the glans penis increased penile sensory threshold and delayed GPSEP latency significantly.\[^15\,^17\]

Renewal SS-cream\(^\text{®}\) is a more specifically modified SS-cream\(^\text{®}\), in which the main active components of SS-cream\(^\text{®}\) such as extracts of bufonis venenum and Korean red ginseng were carefully selected and mixed with special enhancer in hydrobase. Previous study showed that renewal SS-cream\(^\text{®}\) significantly inhibited pinprick-induced corneal reflex of rabbits in a dose-dependent manner, demonstrating an excellent local-desensitizing effect. Other previous study indicated that renewal SS-cream\(^\text{®}\) significantly prolonged the latency of SEP of rabbits.\[^20\]

Stimulation of the glans penis evokes contraction of both the bulbocavernosus muscles (BCM) and the external anal sphincter (EAS). This synchronous contraction of the two muscles led us to study their physioanatomic relationship and possible role in erection and ejaculation, and thus, the dorsal nerve somatosensory evoked potential (DNSEP) test and the BCRLT have been used for evaluation of several different superficial peripheral penile sensory nerves, such as the median, ulnar, radial and posterior tibial nerves.\[^18\,^20,^22,^24\]

The present study has shown that both the renewal and original SS-cream\(^\text{®}\) significantly prolonged the BCRLT 10, 30 and 60 min after the application on glans penis of rabbits, and that BCRAP also has decreasing tendency, al-
though not statistically significant. These results suggested that renewal SS-cream® has the local desensitizing effects on sensory receptor of dorsal never in glans penis, and thus affects the BCR cycle and SEP pathway like original SS-cream®. The SEP contribute more to the stumulation of the the cerebral sensory areas during the emission and onset of cerebral ejaculation motor center. While BCR cycle might play an important role in contraction of both the BCM and the EAS during the ejaculation movement. These two pathways may help in controlling over ejaculatory reflex in patients with PE.16,17,21,25

In this study, the BCR responses to the electric stumulation at the glans penis of rabbit were found to be affected by application of renewal SS-cream® on glans penis, and this methods could serve as a useful aminal model for evaluating ejaculatory dysfunction. The present finding that renewal SS-cream® showed the significantly delayed BCRRLT indicates its local desensitizing effects, suggesting that it could inhibit ejaculatory reflex comprising glans penis sensory receptors and areas, afferent pathway for regulation of ejaculatory reflex and that it may prove effective in treating premature ejaculation.

In conclusion, renewal SS-cream® as well as original SS-cream® has significant local desensitizing effects and may help control ejaculatory reflexes in patients with premature ejaculation. Further clinical study is needed to confirm our findings in rabbit as well as in human.
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